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Abstract 

In this article the concept of interval valued weak fuzzy graphs and Fermat’s weak fuzzy 

graphs are introduced. It is proved that the set of weak fuzzy graphs is an abelian semi group 

with respect to union. Some connectivity, complement properties of weak fuzzy graphs and some 

properties of Fermat’s fuzzy graphs are derived. 

1. Introduction 

L A Zadeh in 1965 [1] introduced fuzzy sets to describe the vagueness 

phenomena in real world problems. In 1975 [2], Azriel Rosenfeld introduced 

fuzzy graphs. In 2006 [3], Gani A. N and Chandrasekharan V. T introduced  

complement of a fuzzy graph. Nishad T. M. discussed the importance of 

studies on fuzzy graphs having specific property in 2018 [11]. Prasanna A 

and Nishad T M introduced weak fuzzy graphs in 2021 [4]. Some applications 

of fuzzy graphs in simulating problems and networks are discussed by 

various authors [6, 7, 8]. In 2009, Hongmei and Lianhua defined Interval 
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Valued Fuzzy Graph (IVFG) [9] and in 2013 Talebi and Rashmanlou studied 

properties of isomorphism and complement of an IVFG [10]. Gani A. N, 

Akram et al., invented fuzzy labeling graphs in 2014 [5]. They also introduced 

fuzzy magic graphs. The modeling of anonymous networks using fuzzy graphs 

is introduced in 2018 [7] by Vasishtduddu, Debasis Samanta and D. Vijay 

Rao. Fuzzy magic graphs is used to model facility sharing networks [5]. There 

is possibility to assign same percentage of facility to more than one node and 

the total percentage of facility to each node need not be constant. Weak fuzzy 

graphs overcome the flaws of fuzzy magic graphs in facility sharing networks. 

To simulate anonymous communication networks and signal strength 

variation in simulation of neural networks, the assumptions include 

uncertainty in varying traffic density, mitigation of traffic jams, the limits in 

variation of traffic density and the limits in variation in presence of nodes. 

Interval Valued Weak Fuzzy Graph (IVWFG) capture those assumptions. 

When the sum of membership and non membership of an object becomes 

greater than 1, the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Graph cannot address some 

problems. For example: .18.09.0 +  Also the square scale or cubic scale 

have the same deficiency. Example: 18.09.0 22 +  and .18.09.0 33 +  So 

membership and non membership degrees should be determined in any 

power scale than square or cubic scale and in decision tools, the hesitancy 

degree should be based on general scale. Muhammed Akram, Anna Habib, 

etc discussed specific types of Pythagorean Fuzzy Graphs and  applications to 

decision making in 2018 [12]. When ,2n  in the generalization of 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph of nth type, the general in equation nnn zyx +  is 

used by keeping RHS as .1n  Positive solutions to this inequation has 

applications by representing the measure of acceptance and rejections of two 

nodes of a network in comparison. The French mathematician Pierre de 

Fermat (1607-1665), conjectured that the equation nnn zyx =+  has no 

solution in positive integers yx,  and z if n is a positive integer .3  So the 

name of Fermat is used in generalization. In decision tools the square root in 

measuring hesitancy degree cannot address general scale. In this article the 

concept of interval valued weak fuzzy graphs and Fermat’s weak fuzzy 

graphs, Fermat’s Fuzzy Preference Relation are introduced. Hesitancy degree 

is measured in general scale. To mention the expansion of networks which 
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are governed by properties of weak fuzzy graphs, it is proved that the set of 

weak fuzzy graphs is an abelian semi group with respect to union. Some 

connectivity, complement properties of weak fuzzy graphs and some 

properties of Fermat’s fuzzy graphs are derived.  

2. Preliminaries 

A mapping  1,0: →Nm  from a non empty set N is a fuzzy subset of N. 

A fuzzy relation r on the fuzzy subset m, is a fuzzy subset of .NN   The 

fuzzy relation r is assumed as symmetric and N is assumed as finite non 

empty set. 

Definition 2.1. Suppose N is the underlying set. A fuzzy graph is a pair 

of functions ( )rmF ,:  where  1,0: →Nm  is a fuzzy subset and the fuzzy 

relation r on m is denoted by  ,1,0: → NNr  such that for all ,, Nba   

we have ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  where  stands minimum. ( ) rmF ,:  

denotes the underlying crisp graph of a fuzzy graph ( )rmF ,:  where 

( ) 0= amNam  and ( ) ( ) .0,, = barNNbar  The nodes a 

and b are known as neighbours if ( ) .0, bar  

Definition 2.2. A fuzzy graph ( )rmF ,:  is a strong fuzzy graph if 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .,,, = rbabmambar  

Definition 2.3. The -complement of a fuzzy graph ( )rmF ,:  is a fuzzy 

graph ( ) rmF ,:  where r  is defined as ( ) 0, = bar  if ( ) 0, =bar  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )barbmambar ,, −=  if ( ) 0, bar  for all .,  mba   

Definition 2.4. A fuzzy graph ( )rmF ,:  is a weak fuzzy graph if 

( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all ( ) .,  rba  

Definition 2.5. A fuzzy graph ( )rmF ,:  is said to be a fuzzy labeling 

graph if m and r are bijective and ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all ( ) .,  rba  

Definition 2.6. An interval valued fuzzy graph (IVFG) is defined as 

( )= ,G  where  1,0: → V  and  ,1,0: → VV  where 
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( )   10,, = +−+−
uuuuu  and ( )   10,,, = +−+−

uvuvuvuvvu  

represent the interval number of the vertex u and the interval number of the 

edge uv  in G respectively satisfying ,, +++−−−  vuuvvuuv  for all 

., vu  

Definition 2.7. An interval valued weak fuzzy graph (IVWFG) is defined 

as ( )= ,G  where  1,0: → V  and  ,1,0: → VV  where 

( )   10,, = +−+−
uuuuu  and ( )   10,,, = +−+−

uvuvuvuvvu  

represent the interval number of the vertex u and the interval number of the 

edge uv  in G respectively satisfying +++−−−  vuuvvuuv ,  and 

−−++++ −− vuvuuvuv  for all ., vu  

Definition 2.8. A Fermat’s Fuzzy Set (FFS) on a universal set A is a set 

of 3 tuples of the form ( ( ) ( ))uOuIuF FF ,,=  where ( )uIF  and ( )uOF  

represents the membership and non membership degrees of Au   and 

( ) ( )uOuI FF ,  satisfy ( ) ( ) 10 + uOuI n
F

n
F  for all NnAu  ,  

 .,3,2,1 =  

Definition 2.9. A Fermat’s fuzzy relation (FFR) R on AA   is a set of 3 

tuples of the form ( ( ) ( ))uvOuvIuvR RR ,,=  where ( ),uvIR  and ( )uvOR  

represents the membership degree and non membership degree of uv  in R 

and ( ) ( )uvOuvI RR ,  satisfy ( ) ( ) 10 + unOuvI n
R

n
R  for all .AAuv   FFR 

need not be symmetric. Hence ( )uvIR  need not be equal to ( ).vuIR  

Definition 2.10. A Fermat’s fuzzy graph ( )( )nFFG  on a non empty set A 

is a pair ( ),:G  with  as FFS on A and  as FFR on A such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vOuOuvOvIuIuvI   ,  and 

( ) ( ) 10 +  uvOuvI nn
 for all  ,3,2,1,, = NnAvu  where 

 1,0: → AAI  and  1,0: → AAO  represents the membership and 

non membership functions of  respectively. 

Definition 2.11. A Fermat’s fuzzy preference relation (FFPR) on the set 
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of nodes  nxxxN ,,, 21 =  is represented by a matrix ( ) ,nnijmM =  where 

( ( ) ( ))jijijiij xxOxxIxxm ,,=  for all .,,3,2,1, nji =  Let ( )ijijij OIm ,=  

where ijI  indicates the degree to which the node ix  is preferred to node jx  

and ijO  denotes the degree to which the node ix  is not preferred to the node 

jx  and 
n n

ij
n
ijij OI −−= 1  is interpreted as hesitancy degree, with the 

conditions,   5.0,,10,1,0, ===+ iiiijiij
n
ij

n
ijijij OIOIOIOI  for all 

.,,3,2,1, nji =  

Definition 2.12. A Fermat’s fuzzy graph ( ),:G  is said to be Fermat’s 

Strong fuzzy Graph ( )nFSFG  with underlying crisp graph ( )  ,:G  if 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vOuOuvOvIuIuvI  == ,  for all .uv  

Definition 2.13. A Fermat’s fuzzy graph ( ),:G  is said to be Fermat’s 

Weak Fuzzy Graph ( )nFWFG  with underlying crisp graph ( )  ,:G  if  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vOuOuvOvIuIuvI   ,  for all .uv  

Definition 2.14. A Fermat’s fuzzy graph ( ),:G  is said to be complete 

FFG with underlying crisp graph ( )  ,:G  if ( ) ( ) ( ),vIuIuvI  =   

( ) ( ) ( )vOuOuvO  =  for all .uv  

Definition 2.15. The -complement of an IVFG ( ),:G  is an IVFG  

( ) ,:G  where   is defined as ( )  +− = uvuvvu ,,  where  

( )  0,0, = vu  if ( )  0,0, = vu  otherwise −−−− −= uvvuuv  and   

++++ −= uvvuuv  for all ., vu  

Definition 2.16. A path P of length n is a sequence of distinct nodes 

nuuu ,,, 10   such that ( ) 0, 1 −ii uur  and degree of membership of weakest 

link is defined as its strength. If nuu =0  and 3n  then P is called a cycle 

and it is a fuzzy cycle if there is more than one weak link. A fuzzy graph is 

called connected fuzzy graph if there exists at least one path between every 

pair of its nodes. 
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Definition 2.17. The strength of connectedness between two nodes ba,  

is defined as the maximum strengths of all paths between a and b and is 

denoted by CONNF ( )., ba  A link ( )ba,  is called a fuzzy bridge in F if the 

removal of ( )ba,  reduces the strength of connectedness between some pair of 

nodes in F. A connected fuzzy graph is called a fuzzy tree if it contains a 

spanning subgraph H which is a tree such that for all link ( )ba,  not in 

( ) ( ).,,, baCONNHbarH   A link ( )ba,  in F is called m-strong if 

( ) ( ) ( )., bmambar =  

Example 2.1. 

 

Figure 2.1. 

Example 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.3 

3. Some Connectivity Properties of Weak Fuzzy Graphs 

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a connected weak fuzzy graph, then cF  is a 

connected fuzzy graph. 

Proof. Since ( )rmF ,:  is a connected weak fuzzy graph there exists a 

path between every pair of nodes in F and ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all 

( ) .,  rba  

To prove that there exists a path between every pair of nodes in 

( ),,: ccc rmF  where mmc =  and cr  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( )bmambarc =,   

( )., bar−  

Since ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all ( ) ( ) 0,,,   barrba c  for all 

( )  rba,  and so all ( )  rba,  is also belong to .cr  The case ( ) 0, =bar  for 

any ( )  rba,  is trivial. 

Therefore there exists a path between every pair of nodes in .cr  

Therefore cF  is a connected fuzzy graph. 

Theorem 3.2. Let F be a connected weak fuzzy graph, then F  is a 

connected weak fuzzy graph. 

Proof. Since ( )rmF ,:  is a connected weak fuzzy graph there exists a 

path between every pair of nodes in F and ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all 

( ) .,  rba  
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To prove that there exists a path between every pair of nodes in 

( ),,:  rmF  where mm =  and r  is defined as ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar = ,   

( )bar ,−  for all ( ) .,  rba  

Since ( ) ( ) ( )bmambar ,  for all ( ) ( ) 0,,,   barrba  for all 

( ) .,  rba  By the definition of  complement, ( ) rmF ,:  is a weak fuzzy 

graph having all active links (i.e., links ( )ba,  such that ( ) )0, bar  of F. i.e., 

( ) 0,  bar  for any ( ) .,  rba  Hence all ( )  rba,  is also belonging to .r  

Hence for all ( )ba,  in ,r  there exists a path between a and b. Therefore 

F  is a connected fuzzy graph. 

4. Some Algebraic Properties of Weak Fuzzy Graphs 

Theorem 4.1. The set of weak fuzzy graphs is an abelian semi group with 

respect to union of fuzzy graphs. 

Proof. In [4], it is proved that the set of weak fuzzy graphs is closed 

under union. Let ( ) ( )222111 ,:,,: rmFrmF  and ( )333 ,: rmF  be three weak 

fuzzy graphs with the underlying crisp graphs ( ) ( )222111 ,:,,: XNFXNF   

and ( )333 ,: XNF  respectively where ,,, 332211
 === mNmNmN  

 == 2211 , rXrX  and .33
= rX  The union ( )jijijiji rrmmGFF  ,:,=  

is defined by 

( ) ( ) ( )amamm iji =  if .ji NNa −  

( ) ( ) ( )amamm jji =  if ,ij NNa −  and 

( ) ( )  ( ) ( )amamamm jiji ,max=  if .ji NNa   

( ) ( ) ( )barbarr iji ,, =  if ( ) ., ji XXba −  

( ) ( ) ( )barbarr jji ,, =  if ( ) ,, ij XXba −  and 

( ) ( )  ( ) ( )barbarbarr jiji ,,,max, =  if ( ) ., ji XXba   Where 

.3,2,1,, = jiji  
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If 21 NNa −  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ammamamm 12121  ==  

If 12 NNa −  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ammamamm 12221  ==  

If 21 NNa   then 

( ) ( )  ( ) ( )  ( ) ( )amamamamamm 122121 ,max,max ==  

( ) ( )amm 12 =  

If ( ) 21, XXba −  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )barrbarbarr ,,, 12121  ==  

If ( ) 12, XXba −  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )barrbarbarr ,,, 12221  ==  

If ( ) 21, XXba   then 

( ) ( )  ( ) ( )  ( ) ( )barbarbarbarbarr ,,,max,,,max, 122121 ==  

( ) ( ).,12 barr =  

Therefore the union of weak fuzzy graphs is commutative. 

To prove ( ) ( )321321 FFFFFF  =  

If 321 NNNa   

Then (( ) ) ( )   ( ) ( ) ( )amamamammm 321321 ,,maxmax=  

 ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )ammmamamam 321321 ,max,max ==  

If ( ) 321, XXXba   then 

(( ) ) ( )   ( ) ( ) ( )barbarbarbarrr ,,,,,maxmax, 321321 =  

 ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )barrrbarbarbar ,,,,max,,max 321321 ==  

If ( )321 FFNa −  

Then (( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )ammmamammm 3211321  ==  

If ( ) ( )321, XXXba −  

Then (( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )barrrbarbarrr ,,, 3211321  ==  

Similarly other cases shall be proved. 
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Therefore the union of weak fuzzy graphs is associative. 

Theorem 4.2. All fuzzy labeling graphs are weak fuzzy graphs but the 

converse is not true. 

Proof. In every fuzzy labeling graph, the membership value given to each 

link is less than the minimum of the membership values of the corresponding 

nodes. Hence every fuzzy labeling graph is a weak fuzzy graph. In weak fuzzy 

graph the labels assigned to links and vertices need not be distinct and so the 

membership functions are not restricted to bijective. Hence the proof. 

Corollary 4.2.1. Fuzzy magic graphs are fuzzy labeling graph and so all 

fuzzy magic graphs are weak fuzzy graphs. 

Theorem 4.3. IVFG is not closed under -complementation but IVFG 

holds law of double complementation with respect to -complement. 

Proof.   

 

Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.2. 
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In Figure 4.2, the link ux  violates the requirement ( )  ,,, +− = uvuvvu  

10  +−
uvuv  for IVFG, Hence G  is not an IVFG. 

To prove that IVFG holds the law of double complementation, we shall 

consider the following cases. 

Case 1. ( )  0,0, = vu  then as per definition ( ) ( )  .0,0, = vu   

Case 2. If ( )   −−−− −= uvvuuvvu ,0,0,  and ++++ −= uvvuuv   

for all vu,   

( ) −−−− −= uvvuuv  and ( ) ++++ −= uvvuuv  for all vu,  

( ) ( ) −−−−−−− =−−= uvuvvuvuuv  and  

( ) ( ) +++++++ =−−= uvuvvuvuuv  for all vu,  

Therefore ( ) ( )   ( ).,,, vuvu uvuv == +−  Hence ( ) .GG =
  

Theorem 4.4. IVWFG is closed under -complementation and holds law 

of double complementation with respect to -complement. 

Proof. To prove the closure property, it is enough to prove that the -

complement of an IVWFG is an IVWFG. The proof of holding law of double 

complementation is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. 

If ( )    ,0,0,, == +−
uvuvvu  it is considered as trivial case and 

( )  0,0, = vu   

Since ,−−++−+ −− vuvuuvuv  

+++−−− −− uvvuuvvu   (1) 

If ( )  ,0,0,  vu  

−−−− −= uvvuuv  and ++++ −= uvvuuv  for all vu,   (2) 

Therefore equation (1) implies that in an IVWFG, +−  uvuv  for all  
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., vu  This shows that the -complement of IVWFG is IVWFG. 

To prove that it holds the conditions −−−  vuuv  and .+++  vuuv  

It is obvious from equation (2) since 0,  +−
uvuv  for all ( ) ., vu  

To prove the inequality −−++−+ − vuvuuvuv ,  for all ., vu   

( ) ( )−+−−++−−−+++ −−−=−−−= uvuvvuvuuvvuuvvuLHS   

−−++ − vuvu  for all ., vu  

5. Some Applications of Weak Fuzzy Graphs 

Fuzzy magic graphs is used to model facility sharing networks [5]. But 

fuzzy magic graphs cannot address all assumptions. There is possibility to 

assign same percentage of facility to more than one node and the total 

percentage of facility to each node need not be constant. To overcome the 

flaws of fuzzy magic graphs, weak fuzzy graphs is the best that covers all 

possible assumptions in facility sharing networks. To simulate anonymous 

communication networks and signal strength variation in simulation of 

neural networks, the assumptions include uncertainty in varying traffic 

density, mitigation of traffic jams, the limits in variation of traffic density 

and the limits in variation in presence of nodes [7]. IVWFG captures these 

assumptions. 

Theorem 5.1. ( )nFWFG  implies but the converse is not true. 

Proof. Let ( ),:G  be a ( )1−nFWFG  with  as FFS on A and  as 

FFR on A.  

Since ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),1,1 11 uvIuvIuvIuvI nnn −


−
   for all Nn  (1) 

Similarly since ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )uvOuvOuvOuvO nnn 11 1,1 −


−
    

Therefore ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .1111 ++ 
−


−

 uvOuvIuvOuvI nnnn
 

Hence ( ) ( ).1 nFWFGnFWFG −  It is obvious from equation (1) that 

the converse is not true. 
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Theorem 5.2. There exists ( )1−nFFG  such that ( ) ( ),1− nFFGnFFG  

.2n  

 Proof. Let ( ),:G  be a ( )1−nFFG  with  as FFS on A and  as FFR 

on A. Suppose 

( ) ,1= uvI  for all uv  then ( ) 11 =−
 uvIn  

( ) ( ),1 uvIuvI nn −
 =  for all Nn   

Similarly Suppose, 

( ) ,0= uvO  for all uv  then ( ) 01 =−
 uvOn  

( ) ( ),1 uvOuvO nn −
 =  for all Nn   

 Therefore there exists ( )1−nFFG  such that ( ) ( ).1 nFFGnFFG −  

Theorem 5.3. A ( )nFWF  can be obtained from every ( )nFFG  where 

alternatives are present i.e., when ( ) 1= uI  and ( ) 0= uO  for all u in .   

Proof. We shall construct a ( )nFWF  from a given ( ).nFFG  in the 

following method. 

Step 1. Let ( )  ( )  = uvuvIMinstI nn  in ( ).nFFG  

Reduce ( ( ))n n stI ,0  from all ( ) 
 uvI  except from those uv  

where ( ) .0= uvI  

Step 2. Let ( )  ( )  = uvuvOMaxabO nn
 in ( ).nFFG  

Add ( ( ))n n abO− 1,0  to all ( ) 
 uvO  

Now the resulting ( )nFFG  satisfy 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )vOuOuvOvIuIuvI   ,  for all .uv  Hence the 

proof. 
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Example 5.1. Mr. X wish to invest money in any of the following 5 

schemes that helps him better financial security. 

1. Public Provident Fund ( )1S  

2. National Saving Certificate ( )2S  

3. Atal Pension Yojana ( )3S  

4. National Pension Scheme ( )4S  

5. Sovereign Gold Bonds ( )5S  

He consulted with 4 experts and they advised the merits and demerits of 

each particular scheme comparing with other. How can he select the best 

option? 

Mathematical Modeling using ( ) :nFFG  Consider the discrete set of 

alternatives  .,,,, 54321 SSSSSA =  Since the alternatives are present, 

assign the membership degree as 1 and non membership degree 0 to each 

alternatives. Consider the set of experts as  .,,, 4321 EEEE  Since each 

expert gives the acceptance and rejection reasons comparing every pair of 

alternatives, the aggregate of information FFPR can be represented as 

relation matrices. This data represents a ( ).nFFG  If in the given FFPRs, all 

the membership values are in (0, 1) and non membership values are greater 

than 0 then the given ( )nFFG  will be ( ).nFWG  The best option can be 

obtained by using the generalized decision tools [12]. 

6. Conclusion 

In this article the concept interval valued weak fuzzy graphs and 

Fermat’s fuzzy graphs are introduced. It is proved that the set of weak fuzzy 

graphs is an abelian semi group with respect to union. Fuzzy labeling graphs 

and fuzzy magic graphs are found as subset of set of weak fuzzy graphs. Some 

connectivity, complement properties of weak fuzzy graphs and some 

properties of Fermat’s Fuzzy graphs are derived. The generalization of 

decision tools [12] and applications of ( )nFFG  in various fields are under 

investigation. 
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